DEUTERON CHAP TER OF PHI GAMMA DELTA REESTABLISHED HERE

Forty Members of Phi Beta Epsilon Initiated at Hotel Jefferson

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Phi Beta Epsilon chapter of Phi Gamma Delta, national alumni fraternity, was re-established at the University of Iowa Saturday, with initiation of forty men from the fraternity's Hourly column.

Phi Beta Epsilon chapter of Phi Gamma Delta, national alumni fraternity, was re-established at the University of Iowa Saturday, with initiation of forty men from the fraternity's Hourly column.

Prominent Members

Prominent members of Phi Beta Epsilon at the hotel Jefferson Saturday included Dr. E. F. Weleber, Secretary Newton College; Charles M. Musser, of the Knox College chapter, and James Gehr, of the University of Iowa.

Prominent Men to Address All Fraternity

Those present included members, aspirants, and guests who were present. Among the guests present was Gehr's father, who was a prominent member of Phi Beta Epsilon.
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Honor Col. Roosevelt's Memory Tomorrow

(Continued from page 1)

Honor Col. Roosevelt's Memory tomorrow will provide an opportunity for those who were in attendance at the funeral service to reflect and remember the great leader and statesman who brought about so much change in our country.

The celebration will include speeches, music, and an address from a prominent figure in the field of politics. The event will be a time of remembrance and appreciation for the legacy of Theodore Roosevelt.

---

PASTIME THEATRE

TODAY—TOMORROW

SEE THAT BABY VAMP

OLIVE THOMAS

in her very latest picture

"The Spite Bride"

It's a dandy society drama; Also Harold Lloyd Comedy and Pathé News. ADMISSION 20c.

Continuums from 1:20 to 10:45. Attend matinees—Avoid standing

---

Don't Speculate

The present time is opportune for good investments. To own a few safe Bonds or Mortgages is far preferable than spending your income in gambling or buying stocks.

At times it is difficult to ascertain the one from the other, but we are always glad to place at the disposal of our patrons the knowledge and experience of our officers and directors.

Call any time during banking hours, and we will explain the difference to you and show you investments that are safe, absolutely, and yield a good interest return.

First National Bank
All Deposits in this Bank are Guaranteed under the Laws of this State
PROFESSOR DILL GETS ADDITIONS TO MUSEUM

BIOLGY CLASSES LARGE

No Pre-Medical Take Course in Animal Biology This Year

The animal biology classes for this quarter, under Dr. G. L. Houser, are larger than ever before with only liberal arts students in the review. One more laboratory section has been made ready to accommodate the unusually large extention.

On account of the government pre-medical requirements during the term of the A. Y. C. animal biology was required the first year. Pre-vious physics and chemistry were the first year requirements.

This year's classes are being shifted back as in previous years before the A. Y. C. N, which leaves all A. Y. C. pre-medical students in their first year's work completed and the first year's biology course completed. This unusual condition puts last year's pre-medical in their first year requirements this year.

MORE INSTRUCTORS FOR INCREASED ENROLLMENT

The unbalanced enrollment in the University this year has made necessary the appointment of new instructors in several departments.

Donald L. Murray, appointed assistant in the history department, received his master's degree at the University of Wisconsin, taught as an associate professor at Brown, and was instructor here during summer school.

R. E. Hovind, '21, will be assistant demonstrator in prothodontic laboratories.

James McLeary, a graduate of the University of Minnesota, who has been instructor at St. Thomas College at St. Paul, will be instructor in the English department, and E. F. Carpenter will be an assistant in English.

Ernest E. Lindor has been appointed in the department of education. He has been a student in the graduate college. Cecilia Hitter will be junior in the depart-

ment of student health.

Have YOU subscribed yet?

Men's English Shoe, in the Russia
Calf, worth $12.00,
my price, $9.95

Ladies' Shoes the latest styles, prices
$8.95, $9.95 and $11.00

A. Abramsohn

119 E. Washington

The Townsend Studio

"THE STUDENTS' SHOP"
If you want them for Xmas, do it now

Reich's Chocolate Shop
AMERICAN OWNED
Comfortable, Exclusive, High Class Place
"EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT"

Short Orders at all Hours
All Popular Drinks and Sundaes
Orchestra from 6:30 to 7:30 P.M.
Try our Candies

21 S. Dubuque St.

Phone 422

STUDENTS-
For your dancing parties
secures the
MAJESTIC
HALL
FOR DATES PHONE RED 1984

KOHL & HAVARD

THE PEOPLE'S STEAM LAUNDRY
C. J. TOMK, Prop.

Phone No. 58

INFIRMARY—COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Open for Clinical Service beginning Oct 1, 1919
Hours 1-5 daily, 3-5 Saturdays
SEVEN CANDIDATES FILE PETITIONS FOR CLASS OFFICES

Second Day of Political Activity Seen Increasing Interest in Student Council

OLSON'S PETITION IN FIRST

Hawkeye Triumphs Again—Win Sophomore—New Petitions for Position on Student Council—New Names Suggested Hourly—Fresh New Faces

Yesterday was a busy day in the local political world. Seven petitions for nominations for class offices were filed with Robert E. Rice, dean of men, several new names were made, and there are personal rumors that others are due to enter the ring.

Petition of Ben Nader for the position of senior class president was the most successful on record. Nader was admitted to the campus on January 15, but his name for the position had come in by noon yesterday. There are however several who are expected to position on the student council from the junior class. In addition to Marion Smith, Arthur Rosenbarger and Robert Kaufman, student council candidates, the names of senior class candidates cannot be released to the public.

Petition of Paul Olson is the first candidate to file for the position of junior class president. At least no petition for that position had come in by noon yesterday. There are however several who are expected to position on the student council from the junior class.

Petition of Dean Rice was the most successful on record. The papers of Florence Brown for vice-president and Lucy S. Stover for secretary were filed. For membership in the student council, the petitions of Mark Hale, Charles Chambers and Margaret Hayes were accepted at the dean's office. The names of several who are expected to position on the student council were turned over to the student council candidates.

The Council Candidates

No one else for senior class president opposes Kelly as junior class candidate for president. At least no petition for that position had come in by noon yesterday. There are however several who are expected to position on the student council from the junior class. In addition to Marion Smith, Arthur Rosenbarger and Robert Kaufman, who started petitions "on the road to victory," Franks, Harry Hove, Rand and others turned over their names for positions in the junior class.
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DROP KICK DEFEATS—GOPHERS AFTER NIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

The day and the Hawkeyes lost it to the Gophers in a determined evening. John 14 and ran around Holdings' goal, the most exciting feature of that game. Olson had the honor of starting the touchdown.

If that game of work on the part of Minnesota's last-minute quarterback, Olson's men they failed to show it in the succeeding game. Therefore, Iowa tonight on Minnesota's territory for the most part and the Gophers threatened its coal with Olson's men this time.

Devitt's Kicking Good

It is the part of the plays that Ichabod Brown not only made it possible for his side to win, but that he kept the enemy away from the goal line. The Hawkeyes kicked 15 goals and for outstanding those of Lamplough.

A crowd of 16,064 persons witnessed the final defeat of the Gophers, which was an attendance record.

The day was cold and physical, but the result was a victory. In one game, the Hawkeyes did four of those that was in forward. The few attempts in monitor by the Hawkeyes were proved unsuccessful but that Iowa's line was the most complete in the Pacific Coast Conference.

There are however several who are expected to position on the student council from the junior class. In addition to Marion Smith, Arthur Rosenbarger and Robert Kaufman, student council candidates, the names of senior class candidates cannot be released to the public. The names of several who are expected to position on the student council were turned over to the student council candidates.
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A council of three names was to be used for positions on the Hawkeye board of trustees. Winners: Betty Devine, Delta Delta Delta, Di. B. Mitchell, Delta Theta Omega, and J. E. R. Law, Delta Chi, have already entered the race for the position.

Organizers of the council, who were termed "the new" by the community, have been interested in the election of a councilman to represent the community at the annual meeting.
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